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Abstract 
We introduce the notion of a topological MV-algebra and study its properties. We consider the 
completion under the I-adic topology. Various results are obtained analogous to those of topological 
rings. However, there are differences because MV-algebras are not rings, and results are obtained 
that do not correspond to results in topological rings. Some algebraic results are obtained from the 
topology, and the interactions between the algebra and the topology are studied. 0 1997 Elsevier 
Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
There has been some recent interest in applying topological notions to non-mainstream 
algebras, for example, see [5,6] for some recent work on topological orthomodular lat- 
tices. Here we introduce topological notions into MV-algebras. 
By a topological MV-algebra we mean an MV-algebra together with a topology on 
the underlying set such that the operations t, ., - are continuous functions. It follows 
then that the lattice operations A and V are also continuous functions. In particular, we 
consider linear topologies on an MV-algebra A and the completion of A with regard to 
this topology. If 1 is a proper ideal of A, we consider the I-adic topology of A and the 
completion of A at 1. The situation is analogous to that of ring theory. However, the 
details are slightly different although some of the ideas are similar. In order to keep the 
paper brief, we refer the reader to [ 1,4,7-161 for results on MV- and BCK-algebras, and to 
[7.1.5,16] for results on BCK-algebras. The reader is referred to [ 17-191 for the relevant 
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and corresponding results for ring theory which motivated our work. In particular, we 
are guided by the results in [18,19]. We shall adopt the notation and terminology of [7]. 
Whenever something regarding BCK- or MV-algebras is not defined in this paper, it shall 
be precisely the concept and notation as in [7]. For the rest of the paper A shall denote 
a general MV-algebra and 1 shall denote a general proper ideal of A unless otherwise 
specified. If U and V are subsets of A, then 
u = {z 1 z E u>, uv = {zy 1 .x E u, y E V}, 
U*V={z*y(zEU, yEV}, UAV={zAy~IzE, yEV}, 
UVV={zVyIzEU, YEV}> U+V={n:+ylJ:EU, y/EV}. 
We let B(A) denote the Boolean subalgebra of all the idempotents of A, that is, the set 
{a E A I a2 = CL} = {u E A 1 a = 2~) = {u E A / a A a = O}. 
We shall denote the set of natural numbers by PI. Some of our results are proved for 
general topological MV-algebras, not just those with linear topologies. 
2. Topologies and completions 
Let A be a directed set, that is, a partially ordered set such that for X,I_~ E A there 
exists v E A such that X < v and p < v. 
Let F = (1~ I X E A} b e a family of ideals of A such that if X < I_L then IP c 1~. For 
a E AandX E A,letU(a,X) = {X E A I z = a mod Ix}. Then taking {U(a, X) I X E A} _ 
as a system of neighbourhoods of a makes A into a topological MV-algebra. In fact, it is 
easy to check that the functions A x A --i A, A + A given by (a: b) --+ a * b and a + zi 
are continuous, and that the latter function is a homeomorphism of A with itself. Thus, 
it follows that +, -, A, V are all continuous functions and hence that A is a topological 
MV-algebra. We shall refer to such a topology on A as the linear topology induced by 
F and shall refer to (1~ I X E A} itself as the topology. Observe that the underlying 
bounded distributive lattice of A is then a, not necessarily Hausdorff, topological lattice. 
It is easy to verify that this topology is Hausdorff if and only if n{1~ I X E A} = (0). 
Observe that for a fixed X E A and a E A, we have 
U(a, X) = A - U { U(z, X) I cc $ a mod1Ax) 
and hence each U(a, X) is both open and closed. The quotient topology on each A/Ix is 
then discrete. Give n{A/Ix I X E A} the product topology. If X < I_L we have a natural 
homomorphism cpxll : A/I, -+ A/IA. We c_an construct the inverse system {A/Ix, p+} 
and hence the inverse limit limA/Ix = A, the completion of A. Here A^ is given the 
subspace topology, and the natural homomorphism 1c, : A + A^ is continuous and $(A) 
is dense in A. 
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Letnx:A^ + A/Ix be the natural projection and let Af; = kerpx. Then {AT\ / X E A} 
is a family of ideals of A^ satisfying the condition that if X < IL we have AL c A!. For 
eachXEAandeach{[a,]]aEA}EA^let 
Then 
where U, = p,(L) if cy # X and IJx is the singleton [ux]. Thus U( { [a,]},En, A) is open. 
It is easily verified that the topology on A^ is the linear topology induced by the family 
of ideals {A; 1 X E A}. Observe that p,+($(A)) = A/Ix, that is, pi is surjective. Hence 
A/Ix S A^/ kerpx = x/A;. We say that A is complete if + : A 4 A^ is an isomorphism. 
Clearly, the completion of A^ is A^ itself. 
If ‘4 and I are directed sets, then the families of ideals F = {Ix 1 X E A} and 
4 = { I1 / y E r} induce the same topology on A if and only if for each U(a, A) there 
exists y E I such that U(u, 7) c U(a, A), and for each U(IL, 7) there exists X E A such 
that U((L, A) c iY(a, y). In this case the natural homomorphism 
lim A/Ix + lim A/ J1 
is an isomorphism. Thus the completion A^ depends only on the topology of A, as does 
the question of whether or not A is complete. Observe that since n{AT\ I X E A} = { [0]} 
it follows that the topology on A^ is always Hausdorff. This is of course due to the fact 
that A^ is already complete. The following results are obvious. 
Lemma 2.1. $I : A + A^ is injective if and only if f\{I, 1X E A} = {0}, that is, if and 
only if the topology on A is Hausdor@ 
Lemma 2.2. IJ : A --f A^ is surjective if and only if whenever {ax I X E A} is a farnil? 
of elements of A with the property that for X < p we have ax = a, mod Ix3 then there 
exists an element a E A such that a z ax mod Ix ,for all X E A. 
For the rest of the paper, the topology on A shall be {Ix 1 X E A} unless otherwise 
stated. Usually then the topology shall be the I-adic topology. Completion always refers 
to the completion with respect to whichever topology is current. To avoid confusion 
between topological closure and the MV-algebra operation a c-) (I, we shall denote the 
topological closure of a subset X of A by 2. 
3. The {IA 1 X E A} topology and completion 
Some of the results in this section are proved for general topologies on A rather than 
for the linear topologies (see Remark following Corollary 3.21). 
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If S C A is a nonempty subset, then (S) shall denote the ideal of A generated by S. If 
n 3 1 is an integer, let In = {IG~Z~ . . ~z,Izi~Iforl<~<n}andletI”=A.Then 
we have a family F = { (1”) 1 n E N} of ideals of A which generates a linear topology 
on A giving rise to a completion A^. We shall refer to these as the 1-adic topology and 
the I-adic completion of A respectively. If A is complete in this topology we shall say 
that A is I-adic complete or that A is complete at I. Because of Lemma 2.1 it follows 
that if $J is injective then n{P 1 n E N} = (0). We may restate Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 
as follows: 
Theorem 3.1. A is complete at I if and only if 
(i) n{(P) 1 n E IV} = (0) and 
(ii) for each family {a, I n E N} of elements of A such that a,+, E a, mod (P) for 
each n > 1, there exists an element a E A such that a E a, mod (I”) for each 
n2 1. 
Remark. Obviously A is complete at (0). 
Proposition 3.2. Z’X c A then 2 = nxEn UsEX U(z, X) and 2 = 2. 
Proof. A - lJ{U(z, X) I x E X} = U{U(y, X) I for all 2 E X, 1~ $ x} is open. q 
Note. (0) is closed if and only if (0) = n{U(O, X) I X E A} = n{Ix I X E A}, that is, 
if and only if A is Hausdorff. In general, (CC} is closed if and only if (x} = n@+, X) I 
x E A}. 
We have the following result. 
Proposition 3.3. Suppose that (0) is closed (open). Then {u} is closed (open) for all 
a E A. 
Proof. Let f : A x A + A be the continuous map given by f(a, b) = a * b, and let 
g : A x A x A + A x A be given by g(a, b, c) = ( a * b, b * c). Then g is continuous. If 
(0) is closed, then so is {(O,O)} E A x A. Let a E A, and let h : A + A x A be given 
by h(b) = g(a, b, a) = (a * b, b * a). Then h is the restriction of g to {a} x A x {a} and 
hence is continuous. Now, 
h-‘(0,O) = {b I a * b = 0 and b * a = 0) = {u}. 
Thus {u} is also closed. Similarly for the case where (0) is open. 0 
Remark. 
(1) {z} = n{U(z, X) ) X E A} if and only if n{Ix ) X E A} = (0). 
(2) Since points are closed in a Tt-space, we see that A is Tt if and only if it is T2. 
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In fact, we have the following result: 
Theorem 3.4. The following ure equivalent: 
( 1) A is To. 
(2) A is Tl_ 
(3) A is Tz. 
Proof. We need only show (1) + (2). Suppose that x # y. We may assume that 
x * y # 0. If there exists an open set U such that x * y E U and 0 $! U, then we can find 
open neighbourhoods V of x and W of y such that VW c U. Then x $! W and y q! V. 
On the other hand, if there exists an open set U such that 0 E U but x * y $! U, then 
since xz = 0 and yy = 0 we can find open neighbourhoods V of x and W of y such 
that VV c U and Ww c U. Clearly y $Z V and x +! W. 0 
Theorem 3.5. If X is a subalgebra of A, then so is 2. If I is an ideal of A, so is ?. 
Proof. It is well known that the closures of subalgebras or congruences in a topological 
universal algebra are again subalgebras or congruences, respectively. 0 
Remark. We thank the referee for telling us this and suggesting that we delete the 
original direct proof of this result. 
Theorem 3.6. The connected component of 0 is a closed ideal of A. 
Proof. Let C be the connected component of 0. Let c E C. Then c + C is connected and 
it contains c. Hence C n (c + C) # 0. This means that C U (c + C) is connected. Since 
it contains 0, we have C U (c + C) c C. Therefore c + C c C. Thus C + C c C. Let 
y < .c E C. Then y = y A x E y A C. and y A C is connected and contains 0. This means 
that :~AC c C and hence y E C. This proves that C is an ideal. It is obviously closed. 0 
Theorem 3.7. Suppose that the o&y closed ideals of A are (0) and A. Then the topology 
is one of the following types: 
(I) Hausdog and connected, 
(2) Hausdo# and totaliy disconnected; 
(3) the trivial topology. 
Proof. Let C be the connected component of 0. This is a closed ideal and hence either 
C = (0) or C = A. If C = (0); then (0) = (0) and hence A is Hausdorff. For each 
x E A, let C, be the connected component containing x. Then C, * x is connected 
and contains 0. Hence C, * z c C = (0). Thus for each y E C, we have y * x = 0: 
that is, y < z. Similarly, z * C, c C = (0) and hence z < y. Thus C, = {z}. This 
means that A is Hausdorff and totally disconnected, that is, of type (2). On the other 
hand, if C = A, then A is connected. We again have (0) = (0) or (0) = A. In the 
first case A is Hausdorff and connected, that is, of type (1). In the second case, let U be 
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any nonempty open subset of A. Let x E U. Then x E {0}, that is, U n (0) # 0. Thus 
0 E U, that is, every nonempty open subset U of A must contain 0. Further, if x 6 U 
for some x E A, then since x2 = 0 E U, we can find an open neighbourhood V of x 
such that VV c U. But 0 E V and hence 1 E V. This means that x = x. 1 E VV c U, 
a contradiction. Hence U = A, that is, every open set is either empty or is A. Thus the 
topology is trivial, that is, of type (3). 0 
Corollary 3.8. The topology on a locallyfinite MValgebra is one ofthe following types: 
(1) HausdorfS and connected, 
(2) Hausdor# and totally disconnected; 
(3) the trivial topology. 
Proof. The algebra is simple. 0 
Proposition 3.9. If I is an open (closed) ideal, then for each x E A, 
{y~A]y=xmodl} 
is open (closed). 
Proof. Let L,, R, : A + A be given by L,(y) = x * y, R,(y) = y * x. Then L, and 
R, are continuous, and 
L;‘(I)nR;‘(I)={yEA/ ~2:*y, y*x~I}={y~A]y=xmodl}. 0 
Theorem 3.10. Every open ideal is closed. 
Proof. Suppose that an ideal I is open. Then by Proposition 3.9, each congruence class 
is open. But I is the complement of the union of all the other congruence classes. Hence 
I is closed. 0 
Definition 3.11. Let .I be an ideal of A. The quotient topology of A/J is the strongest 
topology on A/J for which the canonical epimorphism 7r : A --f A/J is continuous and 
open. 
Then the quotient topology makes A/J into a topological MV-algebra. 
Theorem 3.12. Let J be an ideal of A. Then 
(1) A/J is Hausdo@ if and only if J is closed. 
(2) A/J is discrete if and only if J is open. 
Proof. (1) Suppose that A/J is Hausdorff. Let n : A + A/J be the canonical epimor- 
phism. Let x $ J. Then [x] # [0] in A/J. Hence we can find open neighbourhoods U, V 
of [xl, [0] respectively in A/J such that U fl V = 0. Now, r-l (U) is an open neighbour- 
hood of x and J c xTT-’ (V). We have r-‘(U) n J = 0. Hence J is closed. Conversely, 
suppose that J is closed, and [x] # [y] in A/J. W e may assume that [x] * [y] # [O], that 
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is, x * y $! J. Then we can find an open neighbourhood U of x * y such that U n J = 8. 
We have that x(U) is an open neighbourhood of [r 3 y] and [0] $ T(U). Now, we can 
find open neighbourhoods V, MI of [xl. [y] respectively such that V * M; c n(U). It is 
easily checked that V n W’ = 0. Thus A/J is Hausdorff. 
(2) This result is clear. q 
Remark. It follows that if J is an open ideal, then since it is also closed, we have that 
A/J is totally disconnected. 
Theorem 3.13. If 0 is an isolated point of an ideal J, then J is discrete. 
Proof. Let U be an open neighbourhood of 0 such that (0) = U n J. Let x E J. Then 
we can find an open neighbourhood V of x such that Vv C U. Hence 
(VnJ)(1/nJ) c Un J= (0). 
Let y E V n J. Then 
y * s = y? E (V n J)(V n J) = {0}, 
that is, y < z. Similarly 
.r;ry=~tj~(VnJ)(VnJ)={O}, 
that is, z < y. Thus y = x, proving that V n J = {x}, This means that 2 is also an 
isolated point of J and hence that J is discrete. •I 
Theorem 3.14. Suppose that B is a topological subalgebra of A and J is an ideal of 
A such that J c B. Then the quotient topology on B/J is identical with the topolog? 
induced on the subalgebra B/J of A/J by the quotient topology of A/J. 
Proof. Let 7r : A + A/J and p : B + B/J be the canonical epimorphisms. Let U be 
open for the quotient topology of B/J. Then p-’ (U) is open in B, that is, p-‘(U) = 
B n V for some open subset V of A. Clearly U c (B/J) n n(V). On the other hand, 
take an element of (B/J)fln(V). It is of the form b/J with b E B and b/J t T(V), that 
is, we can take b E B~IV = p-‘(U). Hence b/J = p(b) E U. Thus U = (B/J)nr(V). 
Since V is open we have that r(V) is open in A/J and hence U is open in the subspace 
topology of B/.J. Conversely, let U c B/J be open in the subspace topology. Then 
U = (B/J) n T/V where IG’ is open in A/J. Now, p-‘(U) = B n T-‘(W) = open in 
B. Hence U is open in the quotient topology of B/.7. 0 
Definition 3.15. A function f : A + B from one topological MV-algebra to another is 
a topological isomorphism if f is both an isomorphism and a homeomorphism. It is 
a topological homomorphism if f is a continuous homomorphism and is also an open 
mapping from A onto its image f(A). It is a topological epimorphism (monomorphism) 
if f is a surjective (injective) topological homomorphism. 
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Corollary 3.16. If I and J are ideals of A such that I c J, then the canonical epimor- 
phism A/I --f A/J given by x/I + x/J is a topological epimorphism. 
We first show an elementary result in MV-algebras. 
Lemma 3.17. Suppose that J is an ideal in A. Then [x] = [y] in Al J if and only if 
x+a=y+bforsomea,bE J. 
Proof. Clearly if x + a = 9 + b, then x * (y + b) = 0, that is, (x * y) * b = 0. Thus 
x * y 6 b and hence x * y E J. Similarly y * x E J, proving that [x] = [y]. Conversely, 
supposethat[x] = [y].Thenx*y,y*x~ J.Letxry=a~ J.Then(x*y)*a=O,that 
is,x*(y+a)=O.Thusx 6y+a,givingy+a=x+{(y+a)*x}.Since(y+a)*x< 
a+(y*x),itfollowsthat(y+a)*x=bE J.Thusy+a=x+bforsomea,bE J. 0 
Theorem 3.18. If C is the connected component of 0, then A/C is totally disconnected. 
Proof. Let 7’ : A + A/C be the canonical epimorphism. We need only prove the fol- 
lowing: 
(*) If D is a closed subset of A/C such that V’ (D) is disconnected, then D is 
disconnected. 
This implies that if K is the connected component of [0] in A/C then K = {[O]}. 
In fact, suppose that K contains another point # [O]. Then C is properly contained in 
r-’ (K) and hence 7riT- ‘(K) is disconnected. Since K is closed, (*) implies that K is 
disconnected, a contradiction. Similarly, if K, is the connected component of [x] in A/C, 
then K, * [x] is connected and contains [O]. Hence K, * [x] c K = {[O]}. Thus for each 
[y] E K, we have [y] 6 [xl. Similarly, [x] * K, c K = { [0]} and hence [x] < [y]. Thus 
K, = {[xl}, proving that A/C is totally disconnected. We now prove (*). Suppose that 
r-‘(D) = XUY h w ere X r? Y = 0 and X, Y # 0 are closed subsets of n-‘(D) and 
hence of A. Clearly X c T-’ (r(X)). Let z E niT-’ (r(X)). Then [x] = [z] in A/C and 
hence x + a = z + b for some a, b E C. Now, x + a E x + C c C,, the connected 
component of A containing x, and z + b E z + C c C,, the connected component of 
A containing z. Therefore C, 0 C, # 8 and hence C, U C, is connected. This means 
that C, = C, and hence that z E X. Thus X = ~‘(7r(X)). Similarly Y = n-l (r(Y)). 
Therefore 0 = X n Y = K’ (n(X) f? n(Y)) and h ence r(X) n r(Y) = 0. Observe that 
A/C-r(X) = n(A - X). S ince A - X is open and 7’ is open, we have that n(X) is 
closed. Similarly r(Y) is closed. Now, 
n-‘(D) = X u Y = 7r-’ (n(X)) u n-’ (n(Y)) = r-l (r(X) u n(Y)). 
Therefore 7rriT-’ (D) = w’-’ (n(X) U n(Y)), that is, D = r(X) U n(Y) since 7’ is 
surjective. Hence D is disconnected. 0 
Definition 3.19. A topological space X is locally compact at x E X if there is some 
compact subset K of X that contains an open neighbourhood of x. X is locally compact 
if it is locally compact at each point. 
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Theorem 3.20. Suppose that A is locally compact and .J is a closed ideal of A. Then 
A/J is locally compact and HausdorfJ: 
Proof. Since J is closed, A/J is Hausdotff. Let [u] E A/J. We can find an open 
neighbourhood V of a such that a E V c K where K is compact. Then [u] E r(V) c 
T(K) where 7r : A + A/J is the canonical epimorphism. Since x(V) is open and X(K) 
is compact, it proves that A/J is locally compact at [u] and hence is locally compact. 0 
Corollary 3.21. Suppose that A is locally compact and C is the connected component 
of 0 in A. Then A/C is a totally disconnected, locally compact, HausdoflMV-algebra. 
Remark. The results from Proposition 3.3 to Corollary 3.21 hold for general topolog- 
ical MV-algebras, that is, for any topology on A which makes A into a topological 
MV-algebra. Of course, the proofs of some results are immediate in case the topology 
is a linear topology. For example, the proof of Theorem 3. I2( 1) is immediate for linear 
topologies since J is closed if and only if [0] is closed in A/J, that is, if and only if 
A/J is Hausdorff. 
We now return to the case of a linear topology {IA 1 X E A} on A. 
Proposition 3.22. Let J be an ideal of A. 
(I) If IX c .J for some X, then J is closed. 
(2) If J c n{Ix 1 X E A} then yc n{I,, 1 X E A}. Hence n{Ix 1 X E A} is closed. 
Proof. (1) Suppose that .z E 7. Then 5 E U(a, A) for some a E <I, that is, ~*a E 1~ c J. 
Thus x E J. 
(2) Let y E x Then for each X E A, we have g E U(X, A) for some z E J, that is, 
y * .z E 1~. Since z E J c IX) we have that y E 1~. Hence y E n{l~ 1 X E A}. Taking 
the case ,I = n{I,, I X E A} we have that n{lx I X E A} is closed. 0 
The following result is easily checked. 
Proposition 3.23. Suppose that { JY I y E r} is another topology. Then the following 
are equivalent: 
(1) For each y E r there exists X E A with IX c ‘I_,. 
(2) The {Ix I X E A} topology is finer than the { J7 / y E T} topology, that is, each 
basic open set U’(a, y) in the { J7 1 y E r} topology is open in the {IA I X E A} 
topology. 
Now let J be an ideal in A and let 7r : A + A/J be the canonical epimorhism. For 
each X E A, let JA = (IA U J)/J. Then { JX I X c A} gives a topology on A/J with 
U([u], A) = {[z] E A/J I [z] = [u] mod Jx} 
being the basic open sets. This is the topology on A/J induced by { 1~ I X E A}. 
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Proposition 3.24. For each a E A and each X E A we have rU(a, X) = U( [a], A). 
Hence each U([a], A) 1s o p en, and the quotient topology is finer than the { Jx 1 X f A} 
topology. 
Proof. If 5 E U(a, X) then 2 E a mod IX, that is, 2 * a, a * 2 E 1~ c (1~ U J). Hence 
[z] * [a], [u] * [x] E Jx, that is, [x] E [u] mod Jx. Thus rU(a, X) c U( [a], A). Conversely, 
if[z]EU([u],X),then[z]*[u],[u]*[z]E Jx.Thuswemaytakez*a,u*z~(Ix~J), 
that is, z * a < i + j and a * z 6 Ic + e where i, Ic E 1~ and j, e E J. This means that 
(X * a) *i < j and ( a * X) * ! < k, that is, a * (X + !?) < k. Let 2’ = (a + i) A (z + e). 
Then 
x’*u={(a+i)A(x+e)} *u={(a+i)*u}A{(x+e)*u} 
< (a + i) * a < i, 
that is, X’ * a E 1~. Also 
a * 5’ = a * {(u + i) A (X + e,} = {a * (u + i)} v {u * (z + e,} 
= a * (z + 1) < k. 
Hence a * 2’ E 1~ also. This proves that z’ = a modIx, that is, z’ E U(u, X). Now, 
x*x’=x*{(u+i)A(x+e)}={x*(u+i)}V{x*(x+e)} 
= x * (u + i) = (x * u) * i < j, 
showing that x * x’ E J. Also, 
x’*x={(u+i)A(x+e)} * 5 = {(u + i) * x} A {(x + e) * x} 
<(x+l)*x<t~ J, 
proving similarly that 2’ * x E J. Hence 2 E x’ mod J, that is, rr(z’) = [x’] = [z] in 
A/J. This means that U([u], X) c dJ(u, A) and hence x U (a, A) = U([u], A). 0 
Recall that A is finitely cogenerated if for every family { JT 1 y E T} of ideals of A 
such that 
n{J7 I Y E 0 = (01, 
there exists a finite subset K of r such that n{ JI, ( k E K} = (0) (see [ 111). 
Proposition 3.25. If A is jinitely cogeneruted and Huusdoa then every prime ideal of 
A is closed. 
Proof. Suppose that J is a prime ideal of A. Since n{Ix ) X E A} = {0}, there exists a 
finite subset K of A such that n(1k 1 k E K} = (0). Since n{Ik I k E K} = {0} c I, 
it follows that Ik c I for some k. Hence J is closed by Proposition 3.22(l). c3 
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For each a E A, let C(a) = {z E A 1 z = za + za}. Then we showed in [9] that 
C(a) = {X E il 1 .X A :C A ti A a = 0} and that C( n. IS a subalgebra of A containing ) 
I3(A). Of course, if n E B(A) then C(a) = A. 
Proposition 3.26. Jf A is Huusdo$ then C(a) is closed for each a E A. 
Proof. Since A is Hausdorff, any subset determined by equations is closed. 0 
The next two results are clear. 
Proposition 3.27. Each U(X:. X) 1s convex and hence A is locally convex. 
Proposition 3.28. Suppose that A is Hausdoe Then for each IL < h in A, 
{.r E A 1 zr < a}, {x- E A / n: 3 a}: {:r E A 1 a < ~1: < b} 
are closed, and 
{X E A 1 T < a}, {X E A / 2 > a}, {X E A ) a < 5 < b} 
are open. Hence the {Ix I X E A} topology is finer than the interval topology if A is 
Hausdo$ 
Definition 3.29. A sequence {a, / n E W} of elements of A is Cauchy if for each X E il 
there exists a positive integer no depending on X such that for all integers m, 12 > TV we 
have n,,, z uTL mod 1~. 
Definition 3.30. a E A is a limit of a sequence {a,, / n E W} of elements of A if for 
each X E A there exists a positive integer 720 depending on X such that for all integers 
n > no we have a, E a mod 1~. If a is the unique limit of {a.,, I n E N} we shall write 
u = lim,,, (L*, 
Theorem 3.31. Suppose that A is Hausdor# Jf {a, I n E W} has a limit, then that limit 
is unique. 
Proof. Analogous to the standard proof. q 
We provide complete proofs of the next two results to illustrate the technique. 
Theorem 3.32. If A is complete then every Cauchy sequence in A has a unique limit. 
Proof. If A is complete, then it is Hausdorff and hence by Theorem 3.31 limits are 
unique. Let {a, ( n. E IV} be Cauchy. For each X f n there exists a positive integer n(x) 
such that for all integers m, n > n(X) we have u, E a, mod IX. We may assume that 
for each X: n,(X) is the smallest positive integer with this property. Now suppose that 
X < /*. For p we have a corresponding positive integer n(p). Since IU c 1,~ we have 
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a, - a, modIx for all positive integers m,rz > n(p). Thus n(A) < n(p), that is, if 
X < p we have n(A) < n(p). Now, for each X E A, let bx = un(~)+r. Then we have 
a family {bx 1 X E A} of elements of A such that if X < p we have bx E b, mod 1~. 
Since A is complete, it follows that we can find a E A with bx = a modIx for each A, 
that is, an(~)+1 = a modIx. Thus for n > n(A) we have a, E a,(~)+~ E a modIx. 
This means that lim,,, a, = a. 0 
Proposition 3.33. Suppose that every Cauchy sequence in A has a unique limit. Then 
A is Hausdo$ Furthel; if A contains N as a cojinal subset, then A is complete. 
Proof. Let 5 E n{1~ / X E A} and consider the sequence (2, j n E RI} with 5, = z 
for each n. This is clearly Cauchy and has II: as a limit. On the other hand, for each 
X E A, we have z, E U(0, A) for all n, that is, 2, E 0 mod1A for all n. Thus 0 is 
also a limit of (2, 1 n E RI}. By the uniqueness of the limit, we have 11: = 0, that is, 
n{lx 1 X E A} = (0). Thus A is Hausdorff. Now suppose that A contains N as a cofinal 
subset. Let {UX 1 X E A} be a family of elements of A such that ax z a, modIA if 
X < p. Consider the sequence {a, 1 R E R?} of A. Let X E A. We can find T E W 
such that X 6 T. Then 1, c 1~. If m, n are integers > T we have a, E a, mod 1, 
and a, E a, mod I,. Hence CL,, E a, mod 1, and hence a, E a, mod1x. Thus 
{a, I n E RI} is Cauchy. Let a = lim,,, a,. Then we can find a positive integer na 
such that for all integers n > no we have a, E a mod 1~. We may assume that no 3 T: 
that is, In, c IT c I,. We have X 6 T < no. Hence uno z ax mod 1~. Take any n > no. 
Then a, zz a mod 1~ and CL,, E a, mod 1,” and hence uno z a mod 1~. This means that 
(LA E a mod 1~. This proves that A is complete. 0 
The next result is clear. 
Proposition 3.34. Suppose that a is a limit of {a, I n E IV} and b is a limit of {b, I 
n E N}. Then E, a * b, ub, a + b, a A b, a V b are limits of {a, I n E IV}, {a, * b, 1 
n E W, {anbn I n E N}, {a, + b, I n E N}, {a, A b, I n E N}, {a, v b, I n E N}, 
respectively. 
Definition 3.35. z E A is topologically nilpotent if 0 is a limit of {P I n E RI}. Let 
Z(A) denote the set of all topologically nilpotent elements of A. 
Theorem 3.36. Let x E Z(A). Then the set of all limits of {x7” I n E N} is precisely 
f-{Ix I X E AI. 
Proof. Let a E n(1x I X E A} and let X be given. Then a = 0 mod Ix. We can find a 
positive integer no such that for all integers n > no we have xn G 0 mod1A, and hence 
xn E a mod 1~. Thus a is a limit of {P I n E RI}. Conversely, suppose that a is a limit 
of (9 / n E PI}. Let X be given. Then we can find a positive integer no such that if 
n is an integer > no we have x* ‘E a mod 1A. But 0 is also a limit of {xGn j n E IV}. 
Hence we can choose no so that we also have 2” z 0 mod 1~. Thus a E 0 mod Ix, that 
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is, a E 1~. This means that a E n{1~ 1 X E A}, proving that n{1~ 
of all the limits of (9 1 n E N}. 0 
Definition 3.37. If X is a subset of A, let 
v’%={x~A/x” ~Xforsomeintegern> l}. 
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) X E A} is the set 
Obviously if I is an ideal then I c J?. If J is an ideal such that 1 C J then 
fi c 6. Recall that I IS implicative if and only if whenever 9 E I for some integer 
71 3 1. then z E I (see [7,12]). Obviously, 1 is implicative if and only if 1 = &. 
Theorem 3.38. Z(A) = n{fi / X E A}. 
Proof. Let 5 E Z(A) and let X E A. Then there exists a positive integer no such that for 
all integers n > no we have P E 1~,, and hence z E fi. Thus z E n{ fi 1 X E A}. 
Conversely, if r E n{fi 1 X E A} then for each X we can find a positive integer 
IL(X) such that 2 n(X) E 1,~. Then for all integers n > n(A) we have zn E 1~, that is, 
u.” E 0 mod1A. Thus 0 is a limit of (9 1 n E W} and z E Z(A). 0 
Note. It is easily verified that Z(A) IS a sublattice of A and is a lattice ideal of A. 
Let N(A) = {a E A 1 an = 0 for some integer n > 1) be the set of all (algebraically) 
nilpotent elements of A. Obviously N(A) c Z(A). The following result is clear. 
Lemma 3.39. 
(i) m = N(A) c v?. 
(ii) fi = d. 
(iii) If { 10 I p E B} is a family of ideals of A: then 
~~cn(dmD-). 
Remark. In general, N(A) and J? are not ideals although v’? is a lattice ideal of the 
underlying lattice structure of A (see [ 121). 
Let Rad(A) be the radical of A, that is, the intersection of all the maximal ideals of 
A. and let Inf(A) = {z A Z 1 5 E A} = {x E A 1 x2 = O}. Then we have 
Rad(A) c Inf(A) c N(A) c Z(A) = n { fi ) X E A} 
(see [12]). A is semisimple if Rad(A) = (0). 
Theorem 3.40. Suppose that I and J are ideals of A such that J” c I c J for some 
integer k 3 1. Then the I-adic and J-adic topologies are equivalent, and hence A is 
complete ut I if and only if it is complete at J. 
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Proof. Use Proposition 3.23 to show that the I-adic and J-adic topologies are equiva- 
lent. 0 
Theorem 3.41. Zf A is compact and Hausdo$ then A is a complete &IV-algebra and 
hence is semisimple. 
Proof. If A is compact and Hausdorff, then by [5, Fact 11, A is a complete lattice. Then 
by [2], A is semisimple. 0 
Remark. This result does not require that the topology be a linear topology. 
We now prove some additional results where the topology is general. Recall that if 
I is an ideal of A, then the subalgebra AI of A generated by I is AI = I U 1 (see 
[1,7]). Also, observe that if a E At(A), then either u* = 0 or u* = a, that is, we have 
At(A) c B(A) u Inf(A). 
Theorem 3.42. Ifa E At(A), then C(a) = A~,,,,)I. 
Proof. If a E At(A) n B(A), then C(a) = A and a A ti = 0, that is, 
(a A 6)’ = (0)’ = A. 
Thus A(,,,)1 = A and hence C(a) = A~,,,,)I. Thus, let a E At(A) n Inf(A). Then 
u 6 a and a A ti = a. Thus (a A a) = (a) is a proper, linearly ordered ideal of A, and 
hence (a A 15)’ = (u) ’ is a prime ideal (see [1,7]). It follows that if J: E C(a), then 
z~a:~a~t~=O,thatis,zA~~{ar\~)~.Thusa:f(aA~)~or~c((aA7i)~,that 
is, IC E (a A 3)’ U (a A a)l- = A(,,,,)I. This shows that C(a) c A~,,,)L. On the 
other hand, we have (a A a)’ C C(a), and since C(a) is a subalgebra of A, we have 
A<,,,,)1 = (a A ii>’ U (CL A a)‘- c C(a). This shows that C(a) = At,,6j~. 0 
Theorem 3.43. If I and J are ideals of A, then IJ = In 7. 
Proof. Since I n J c I, J, we have I’nuJ c r n 2. Let x E Fn .? and let U be an 
open neighbourhood of x. Since x A x = x, we can find an open neighbourhood V of 
x such that V A V c U. Now, we have elements a E I n V and b E J rl V. Then 
anbE(rnJ)~(VAV)c(TnJ)nU.Thus3:EInj7. 0 
Corollary 3.44. If A is Hausdofland I is cm ideal of A, then ?I = 5. Hence if I is 
closed then I’ is closed. 
Proof. We have (0) = co> = I z - I = In IL. Hence 1 ‘TI c T’. But I c I and hence 
9,1+z 0 
Theorem 3.45. Zf I is an ideal of A, then 31 = A? 
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Theorem 3.46. In the {Ix 1 X E A} topology, if A is Hausdorf$ then for each a E At (A). 
we have C(a) = At,,,,)1 = A~,,,)L-. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.26, C(a) is closed. Hence 
Proposition 3.47. Suppose that I is a proper ideal of A such that AI = A? Then 
(i) If f is propel; we have that I is closed. 
(ii) If r= A, we have that I is maximal. 
Proof. WehaveIU~=~U?=?U?. 
(i) If there exists an J: in r such that J: $ I, then z E 7. Hence 1 = z + Z E z Thus 
if Fis proper, we must have that I is closed. 
(ii) If ? = A, then I U ? = A. If J is an ideal containing I properly, let z E J - I. 
Then .r E 7 and 1 = J: + 3 E (I U {x}) c J. Thus I is maximal. 0 
Theorem 3.48. ,f I is a prime ideal, then for any 2 $ I we have (I U {x})’ = (0). 
Proof. Let g E (IU {cc})‘. Th en z A g = 0 E I and hence y E I, that is, (I u {z})l c 
I c (I u {x}). Th is means that (I U {x})’ = (0). El 
We now return to linear topologies. 
Theorem 3.49. Suppose that in the (1~ 1 X E A} topology, A is Hausdo#Y Then the 
following hold: 
(i) Fn II = (0) and hence IL is closed. 
(ii) If I is maximal but not essential, then I = ?= ILL. 
(iii) If I is not closed then IL = (I U {x})’ for any 5 E T- I. 
(iv) If I is a prime ideal which is not closed, then I is essential. 
Proof. (i) Let y E ? n Ii. Then for each X E A, we can find x E I such that y = 
z modIx. Hence3 E z A y modIx, that is, y E 1~. Thus y E fi{I~ 1 X E A} = (0). 
This means that I n 1’ = (0) and hence 1’ c T’. But I c ? and hence r’i c I’. 
Thus IL = TL = II”. 
(ii) By (i) we have 1’ n f= (0). Hence I c FC ILL. Since I-L # (0) we have that 
III is proper. The result follows from the fact that I is maximal. 
(iii) We have 1 C (1 U {x}) C 7. Hence 1’ = II” = 7’ C (I U {x})’ c 1’. 
(iv) Let 5 E T- I. Then by (iii), I ’ = (IU {x})l = (0) by Theorem 3.48. 13 
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In [14] we showed the following. Suppose that At(A) # 0 and I is a maximal 
ideal such that I n At (A) = 0. Then I = (a) 1 for any a E At(A). Consequently, by 
Theorem 3.49(i) we have the following result. 
Theorem 3.50. Suppose that in the {Ix 1 X E A} topology, A is Hausdo$ IfAt # 0 
but I is a maximal ideal such that I n At(A) = 0, then I is closed. 
Theorem 3.51. Suppose that in the {IX / X E A} topology, A is Hausdo# Then 
Rad A, Inf A and B(A) are closed. 
Proof. Let y E RXA. Then for each X E A, we have y E z mod1A for some II: E 
Rad A. Since (RadA)2 = 0, it follows that y2 E 1~ and hence y2 E n{lx 1 X E A} = 
(0). Thus RXA is a nil ideal and hence RXA c RadA (see [2]). In a similar way, a 
we can show that Inf A is closed. Now let 2 E B(A). Then for each X E A we have 
J: E y mod 1, where y E B(A). Since y A jj = 0 we have x A 2 E 0 mod Ix. Thus 
5 A z E 1, and hence 2 A Z E n{ Ix / X E A} = (0). This means that n: E B(A). 0 
Theorem 3.52. Suppose that in the {IX ( X E A} topology, A is Hausdofi If I is 
linearly ordered, then so is F. 
Proof. We may assume that I # (0). Then 1l is prime. Since F’ = II- = II is 
proper, it follows that FL is prime and hence r is linearly ordered. 0 
In [ 141 we showed that if I is a linearly ordered ideal such that 1 n Rad A = {0}, 
then there exists a unique e E B(A) such that 1 = {X E A 1 0 < IC < e} and 
1’ = {X E A 1 0 < n: 6 E}. Thus we have the following results. 
Theorem 3.53. In a topological MV-algebra A, if I is a linearly ordered ideal such that 
InRad A = {0}, then there exists a unique e E B(A) such that I = {CZ E A 1 0 < n: < e} 
and IL = {X E A / 0 6 x < e} and hence I and I’ are closed. 
Corollary 3.54. If a topological MV-algebra A is semisimple, then for each linearly 
ordered ideal I there exists a unique e E B(A) such that 
I={(zEAIO<z<e}, I’ = {LX E A 10 < ic < e} 
and hence I and IL are closed. 
4. I-adic topology and fuzzy ideals 
In this section, the topology on A shall be the I-adic topology unless otherwise spec- 
ified. 
The following result is clear. 
Lemma 4.1. A is complete at I in the following cases: 
(1) I is nilpotent, that is, I” = (0) for some integer n 3 1; 
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(2) I = Rad(A); 
(3) I is nil, that is, for each x E I there exists an integer n > 1 such that x” = 0. 
Note. In fact, if I is nil then I is nilpotent. This is because if I is nil, then it is shown 
in [2) that 1 c Rad(A), and hence I2 c {Rad(A)}* = (0). 
Let n: be a nonzero element of A. Recall that the order of Z, denoted by ordx. is 
the smallest positive integer 72 such that RX = 1 (see [3]). If no such integer exists, 
then ord J: = 3~). The ideal I is quasi-regular if for each s E I, ord% < 3cj. and it is 
superfluous if for any ideal J of A such that (I U J) = A we have J = A. 
Theorem 4.2. The following are equivalent: 
(i) 1 is nil; 
(ii) I c Rad(A); 
(iii) \/r = N(A); 
(iv) I is quasi-regular; 
(v) I is superjluous. 
Hence each implies that A is complete at I. 
Proof. We have that (i) + (ii) by [2]. Now suppose that (ii) holds. If r E v”? then 
P E I c Rad(A) for some integer n 3 1: and hence x*~ = 0. Thus z E N(A). 
Conversely, by Lemma 3.39(i), N(A) c fi. Thus (ii) ++ (iii). Now suppose that (iii) 
holds. Let z E I. If ordI = co, then n: E M for some maximal ideal M of A. But 
it’ E N(A)! that is, X” = 0 for some integer n > 1. Then n% = 1, implying that 1 E Al, 
contradiction. Thus ordZ < 0~. that is, I is quasi-regular. This proves that (iii) + (iv). 
Suppose now that (iv) is true and that .f is an ideal of A with (I U J) = A. Then 
I = 3’ + :I/ where x E I and y E J. Hence ??5j = 0, that is, z < y. Since ordz < cc. it 
follows that ordy < 00. Hence J = A, proving that (iv) + (v). Finally, suppose that 
(v) holds. We shall show that (v) + (ii). If there exists a maximal ideal M of A such 
that I g M, then there exists an element z E I - M. and we have (MU {CT}) = A, that 
is, A = (*z/I U I). Hence M = A, a contradiction. Thus I c M for all maximal ideals 
M of A and hence 1 c Rad(A). This proves that (v) + (ii). Finally (ii) + (i) since if 
1 c Rad(A), then f* c (Rad(A))’ = (0). Th’ is means that 1 is nilpotent and hence is 
nil. Each condition implies that A is complete at I by Lemma 4. I. 0 
Let 0 < p < 1 and let V: A --j [O. l] b e iven by U(T) = 1 - prL if 2 g (P) - g’ 
(P+‘). 0 6 n, < oo. If x E n{(P) / n E W} take n = 03. Then I/ is a normalized 
fuzzy ideal of A with U(X) = 0 for 2 E A - I (see [8,10,13]). We have an ideal of A 
given by 
A, = {X E A ( +) = l> = n ((1”) 1 n E RI). 
This is a closed ideal in the I-adic topology. Observe that V(X) > 1 -p” for some n if and 
onlyifx;E (I”).Letd:AxA + [0, l] be given by d(z, y) = pn if boy E (P) - (P+‘) 
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for 0 < n < oc. Clearly d(x, y) = 1 if and only if x * y E A - I, and d(x,x) = 0. 
In general, d is not a metric since cl(x, y) # d(y, x). Let (] /I : A + [0, l] be given by 
]]x]] = p” if x E (I”) - (P+‘) w h ere 0 < 72 < co. Then ]]x]] = 0 if and only if 
x E n{(P) / n E NJ>. Thus /]O/] = 0. If A is Hausdorff, then ]]x]] = 0 if and only if 
x = 0. It is easily checked that 11x]] = 1 if and only if x E A - 1. Also ]]x]] < pn if and 
only if x E (I”). 
Lemma 4.3. 
(1) 112 + Y/I < max{lI~II, ll~ll~.M- all Z,Y E A. 
(2) vx < Y fh II4 G IIYII. 
Proof. (1) We need only consider the case x # 0, y # 0. Similarly we need only consider 
the case x, y E I. Suppose that ]]x]l = p” and ]]y]] = pn where m,rz 3 1. We may 
assume that m 6 n. Then we have x, y E (P) and hence x + y E (P) - (P+‘). Thus 
l/x + YII = P = m411xlll lIvll>. 
(2) The result is true if ]]y]] = 1, that is, if y E 1. Thus we may assume that l]y]] = pn 
for some integer n 3 1, that is, y E (I”) - (In+‘). Then x E (I”) and hence x E 
(I”) - (P+‘) for some integer m > R. Thus ]]x]] = p” < pn = ]]y]]. 0 
As a result, we have the following: 
Theorem 4.4. If A is Huusdoti then llx V ~11 = 11% + YII = max{lld, IIYII~~ 
Proof. we have mmllxll, llvll} < 115 V YII 6 112 +YII G max{ll4~ Ilvll>. 0 
Corollary 4.5. For all z E A and all integers 72 > 1, we have ]/nx]/ = ]]x]]. 
Proposition 4.6. For all x, y E A, we have 
(1) lbll G max{llx *y/II, llyll~; 
(2) 11~11 = max{llx A yll, lb * yll>. 
Proof. (1) We have 1 - ]]x]] = V(X). S’ mce v is a fuzzy ideal (see [ 131) we have 
V(X) 3 min{v(x * y), Y(Y)}. Hence 
IIXII = 1 - 4x) 
< 1 - min{ 4x * y), V(Y)} 
= max{ 1 - V(X * y), 1 - v(y)} 
=max{ 112 * YIL IIYII}. 
(2) We have ]]x]] < max{Ilx* (x*y)ll, lIx*~llI = max{IlxAyll, IIx*YIII G II4I. q 
Theorem 4.7. If A is Hamdoe then II II and v : A + [0, l] are continuousjimctions. 
Proof. We need only prove the result for ]] I]. Let x E A and let E > 0 be given. 
Consider the open neighbourhood (]]x]] - E, ]]x]] + E) of ]]x]] in [0, 11. Now, pn < E for 
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some positive integer 72. Consider U(x. n). If y E U(z, n) then y E z mod (P), that is, 
x * y. y * .r E (I”). Then 1/x * ~11 < pn < E and Ijy * 211 6 pn < E. Hence 
lhll G max{ IIY * 4, IId} G IIY * 4 + IId < E + II4 
Also 
/I4/ G max{ 1117: * yll, llyll> G 112 * yll + llyll < E + Ilvll. 
Thus llzll -E < l/y/l, that is, for y E U(z n) we have llyll E (I/XII -E, 11~~11 +E), proving 
that 11 II is continuous. q 
Corollary 4.8. If {a, I n E N} zs a ~uuchy sequence in A, then { llanll I n E TV} is a 
Catchy sequence in [0, 11. !f a is a limit of{a, I n E RI} in A. then Ilull is the limit of 
{IlGlI I n E N} in [O, 11. 
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